Introduction
Many processes in physics are described by partial dierential equations (PDEs). Typically, the parameters describing these PDEs depend on the spatial coordinate.
The estimation of these spatially dependent parameters is important for understanding the physical behavior of these PDEs.
The identication of PDEs is treated in the class of innite dimensional systems or Distributed Parameter Systems (DPS). In the DPS literature the problem of estimating parameters is extensively treated in the monograph by Banks et al. [3] , and references therein. In addition, dierent methodologies exist to identify spatially varying parameters in PDEs [18] , of which a number focus specically on parabolic PDEs [4, 19, 22] . Their emphasis is on the regularization of the least-squares costfunction used to estimate the parameters, to assure wellposedness in Hadamard's sense, i.e., to guarantee the existence of its solution, the uniqueness of this solution and its stability with respect to the measurement data [38] . In addition, regularization is often used to make the optimization problems convex and to constrain the ⋆ The work presented in this paper has been performed in the framework of the NWO-RFBR Centre of Excellence (grant 047.018.002) on Fusion Physics and Technology. This work, supported by NWO, ITER-NL and the European Communities under the contract of the Association EURATOM/FOM, was carried out within the framework of the European Fusion Programme. The views and opinions expressed herein do not necessarily reect those of the European Commission. This work is also sponsored by the Vrije Universiteit Brussel (SRP- 19) solution in some sense [16] . Moreover, dierent methods for reducing the innite dimensional PDEs to nite dimension exist and are discussed in the above mentioned references. Generally, they are using some discretization of the spatial coordinate [14, 32] or basis functions [2, 6] .
A dierent approach to estimate the parameters is to solve the problem in the frequency domain via the Laplace Transform [8] . This reduces the PDE to an parameterized Ordinary Dierential Equation (ODE).
These ODEs can be approximated or sometimes even be solved analytically, thereby avoiding approximation errors. The solutions are generally of non-rational or fractional form [7] , of which the parameters can be identied using frequency domain identication techniques [10, 17, 24, 37] . The disadvantage of this approach is that the non-rational form of the model can complicate the identication signicantly. On the other hand, the use of periodic excitations enables the removal of the unexcited noisy frequency lines from the measured data, hence high Signal-to-Noise ratios (SNR) can be obtained at the excited frequency lines by averaging the signals over consecutive periods. In addition, it is no longer required to use rational approximations in the frequency domain making the identication easier.
In this paper, the following second order parabolic PDE with spatially varying parameters on a one-dimensional domain is considered
where the spatial coordinate is denoted by x. We assume that the functions f D (x, θ), f V (x, θ), and f K (x, θ) de-pend on the unknown parameters θ, which we want to identify.
A specic process described by (1) is the radial heattransport inside the tokamak plasma [11] , a toroidal nuclear fusion device. For the optimization of this radial heat-transport, which determines the eciency, the different proles need to be identied, i.e. f D , and possibly f V and f K .
In the tokamak the initial conditions are unknown, hence only measurements are considered for "t ≫ the dominant time constant" such that the transients are negligible compared to the forced response. The source (microwave heating) term periodically excites the plasma and is dened as
where A k , ϕ k , and Ω k are the amplitude, phase, and frequency respectively. The spatial dependence of the source q (x) is unknown, but q (x) ̸ = 0. The plasma temperatures, z, can be measured locally by microwave radiation, which is prone to additive normally distributed noise. Moreover, boundary conditions exist such that (1) has a unique solution. However, these boundary conditions are subject to debate and are assumed to be unknown. This means that for the parameter estimation only measurements are available.
The estimation of parameters from noisy measurements only is known as an Errors-in-Variables problem (EIV).
In the EIV literature it is well known that the leastsquares estimator is not consistent [33] , i.e. the parameter estimates will be biased. Moreover, this bias depends on the SNR, which decreases with the distance to the source Q (x, t). This is caused by the low-pass characteristic of (1), which also causes the higher frequencies to be more noisier than low frequencies. This problem can be partly overcome using a low-pass lter to suppress the noisy high-frequency components in the measurements [34] . However, the optimal cut-o frequency of this lter depends on the unknown system parameters.
In this paper a frequency domain sample Maximum Likelihood Estimator (SMLE) is used for this EIV problem.
The SMLE is based on the Probability Density Function of the noise, allowing for a consistent estimate under weak assumptions [23] . Moreover, it naturally weights the dierent frequency components avoiding the necessity of a low-pass lter. In the SMLE framework the con- (1) and (2)). The reason is that the exact dependency of q (x) on x is unknown.
A general framework for dierent spatial dependencies and geometries is discussed, but results are only shown for sub-domains on which parameters can be modeled as constants. Consequently, only piecewise smooth proles are identiable, which is generally true for the considered application.
An identication scheme consists of the following three components: a model of the system, derived in Section 2; a cost function minimization scheme based on a realistic noise model, explained in Section 3; and simulations which are generated by means of a nite dierence model such that the result can be validated. The latter is discussed in Section 4. Finally, a number of conclusions are summarized and discussed.
Modeling
This section derives the transfer functions based on a smart choice of the boundary conditions. The most important concept is the replacement of boundary conditions by measurements. In addition, derivations are done without specifying any spatial dependency.
Considered Partial Dierential Equation
The one-dimensional, second-order linear PDE introduced in (1) is excited by the local source term Q (x, t).
The PDE is modeled by the homogeneous form of (1) outside this source domain. It is also possible to solve the inhomogeneous PDE, allowing the use of a domain with a source. However, the inhomogeneous PDE results in a more complex relationships and therefore will not be discussed.
The Laplace transform of (1) simplies the PDE towards a complex valued Ordinary Dierential Equation (ODE)
with Z = L {z} and s the Laplace variable. The func-
, and f K (x, θ) depend on the spatial coordinate x and the time-invariant unknown parameters θ. In many cases this ODE can be solved analytically, with the general solution given by
where C 1 (s) and C 2 (s) denote the free variables set
by the boundary conditions. The choice of the spatially
which are the complex eigenfunctions of (3). Solutions An extended list of these analytic solutions can be found in [27] . The next step is to derive the local transfer functions.
Boundary Condition description
This paper considers a set of small sub-domains, which prevents the errors from propagating. Moreover, the boundary conditions are no longer approximated but measured, in contrast to other strategies such as the innite domain boundary condition reported in [7] . Every domain uses three adjacent frequency spectra of the measurements z to estimate the local parameters. The outer two measurements act as the boundary condi- 
with i = 2, ..., m − 1, where m denotes the number of sensors. The inputs and outputs are dened as
In (5) 
where D denotes the diusivity, V the convective velocity, and K the damping. The eigenfunctions are xed by the choice of local constant spatial dependencies i.e. (8) where λ 1,2 are the eigenvalues of the underlying ODE:
As the combination of (5) and (9) result in a non-rational
Multiple-Input Single-Output system with complex exponents and square roots, identifying the parameters is not straightforward. Therefore, a change of variables is introduced to facilitate the parameter estimation.
Change of Variables
The parameters will be estimated by minimizing a cost function. The computation time and possibly avoidance of local minima can be improved by simplifying the equations to be evaluated. Therefore, a substitution is introduced such that the eigenvalues are simplied, avoiding parameter divisions, i.e.
This parameter set will be denoted as θ = In the next section, not only the parameters are estimated, but also their covariance. Consequently, the covariance matrix of the estimated parameters can be recalculated using
3 Sample Maximum Likelihood Estimator be replaced by sample variances, which can be determined using a pre-processing step.
Error Model: Errors-in-Variables
The transfer functions introduced in (6) are based on local spatial measurements. This means that an EIV approach is necessary to handle the noise on the measurements. In this paper, the EIV problem is solved via the sample Maximum Likelihood Estimator (SMLE) in the frequency domain. It is based on additive circular complex normally distributed noise in the frequency domain [23] , which is the result of Gaussian noise in the time domain [12] .
In the SMLE, the true unknown noise (co-)variances are replaced by sample estimates obtained from the periodic signal. This is achieved by calculating the average over the dierent periods and variances per frequency line resulting in the deterministic spectra and the estimated noise spectra. A minimum number of 4 periods is necessary to make a parameter estimate, however, if at least 7 periods are used other desirable properties of the SMLE are also retained (see [31] for the details). In principle, also measurements containing transients can be used to obtain the (co-)variances using the local polynomial method, but at the cost of a more complex preprocessing step (see [26] ).
There also exist dierent approaches to handle an EIV problem often relying on multiple experiments and specic assumptions on the noise. An overview of the different methods can be found in [33] . In contrast, to the frequency domain (sample) MLE also MLEs in time domain exist [1, 9] , which handle the spectral factorization and possible transients dierently [33] . Moreover, MLEs can also be constructed for non-Gaussian noise distributions [13] . However, in contrast to the non-Gaussian MLE, the MLE for Gaussian noise are extensively studied in e.g. [23, 35] .
Maximum Likelihood Cost
The sample MLE cost function is derived on the basis of the system model and the error model. The sample log likelihood cost function V SM L is used [23] . It has the same global minimum as the SMLE for complex normally distributed noise, but is computationally less intensive. It is dened as
with Ω k the excited frequencies and F the number of frequencies used. The error e (Ω k , θ) is dened as
where the transfer functions G 1 and G 2 are evaluated at Ω k . The variability, which takes the dierent noise contributions into account, is given by (dependency on Ω k and θ are omitted)
where the variances and covariances are estimated for every Ω k using M realizations (periods). The complex conjugate of G is denoted as G. The parameters are estimated by minimizing
Minimizing this cost function gives the estimated parameters. For ltered white noise disturbances the minimizer of (12), based on the non-rational transfer models, has exactly the same asymptotic (F → ∞) properties as the SMLE for rational transfer function models. For example, it is consistent and asymptotically normally distributed (see [23] for the details). The cost function (12) can be naturally interpreted as a weighting of the error with the uncertainty of the measurements. Measurements with small noise variances have a higher weighting and vice versa. If σ e is constant for all Ω k , then (12) reduces to a non-linear least-squares (NLS) estimator (output error).
Optimization and condence bounds
The minimization of (12) is in principle non-convex. On the other hand, only a few parameters need to be estimated. Therefore, the entire relevant parameter space can easily be searched for the cost function's minimum.
In addition, if the noise levels are reasonable and the parameters are optimized in terms of θ, gradient based algorithms converge to the global minimum for many initialization values. These gradient methods are computationally cheap, especially if an analytic Jacobian is used.
The analytical Jacobian is also used to estimate the condence bounds on the parameters. Section 3.2 explains that minimizing the cost function (12) provides the best parameter set. The uncertainty of the parameters is determined using the Jacobian from a rst-order Taylor series expansion
) .
The resulting covariance matrix on the dierent transformed parameters is given by
with M the number of realizations (periods) [25] . This correction is necessary, because estimated sample variances are used instead of the real (but unknown) variances. The uncertainty on the real valued parameters can be calculated by (11).
Model validation
A cost function analysis is used to detect model errors.
If the noise is indeed normally distributed, no model errors are present, and if a number of weak assumptions are fullled [23] , then the expected value of the sample Maximum Likelihood cost function equals the number of frequency lines F minus the number of free real-valued parameters n θ divided by two i.e.
In addition, the theoretical variance of the SMLE cost equals V noise . However, as variances are estimated using M repeated experiments, a correction is necessary to take this extra uncertainty into ac-
The estimated variance is used to construct condence bounds. Model errors generally lead to a higher value of the cost function at the global minimum.
Input design and choice of domain
The SMLE developed in this paper always considers a domain of three measurement points, of which the locations can be non-uniformly distributed. In principle, the larger the domain the better the estimate of the parameters. The reason is that the suppression of the amplitude increases with the distance due to the source.
Hence, the amplitude dierence between the inputs and output is also larger. However, the larger the domain, The other important aspect is the source dened in (2).
The theoretical minimum number of sinusoidal components in the source should be F > n θ 2 . However, every extra sinusoidal component increases the accuracy of the estimated parameters. The domain to be identied is preferably close to the source, but should not contain the source. In case the domain has some distance to the source, the diusive process acts as a low-pass lter, which generally reduces the optimal frequencies Ω k with respect to the parameter accuracy when compared with a similar domain closer to the source. In addition, the (unknown) parameters on the domain, and between the source and the domain, directly inuence the choice of the optimal excitation frequency. This directly follows from (9) if s = iω, ω → ∞ then V and K become negligible. On the other hand, K can be estimated using sine components at a very low-frequency, which follows from s → 0, and V is best identied somewhere in the intermediate region.
It is clear, that selecting the optimized identication accuracy is complex and depends on many factors. Moreover, it depends on which parameter needs to be identied accurately and which domains need to be identi-ed accurately. The accuracy can be evaluated using the Fisher information matrix. As such this matrix plays an important role in designing optimal excitation signals and sensor placement. However, the exact design of the optimal excitation signal and sensor placement is complicated, and will not be considered in this paper. The reader is referred to [28, 36] for a treatment of sensor placement and excitation design in DPS. On the other hand, the design of optimal excitation signals for transfer functions is treated in, e.g. [29, 30] . Note, that also the crest factor and randomness of the excitation signal should be considered to reduce non-linear eects [23] .
Results
This section shows a number of analysis steps to vali- . The crosses represent the measurement locations.
are plotted but also the cost function as function of the parameters at one spatial location. Fig. 2(a) shows the cost function, due to the parameter transformation introduced in Section 2.4 many initialization values will allow for a gradient based method to converge to the global minimum or its neighborhood. Fig. 2(b) shows that most models describe the data well.
However, at lower noise levels than the noise level chosen here, the estimated models at the step in f D (x) and to a lesser extend at the step in f V (x) are rejected by the validation. Extending the methodology to higher dimensions is not straightforward. The main problem is foreseen in terms of the boundary conditions of a domain. The out and inow of energy between two measurement locations needs to be described, which probably would require some interpolation. In addition, the required number of measurements increases to at least four in 2D. This means that the SMLE needs to be extended accordingly.
